THE COOP

THE WEATHER WINS -- Today June 7th we start the STRAW HAT SALE

Brigham Hopkins Straw

Were . . . $3.00 Were . . . $3.50

Now . . . $2.00 Now . . . $2.50

Genuine Panamas

Were . . . $6.00 Were . . . $8.00

Now . . . $4.50 Now . . . $6.00

Leghorns With Plain or Fancy Bands

Were . . . $6.00 Were . . . $8.00

Now . . . $4.50 Now . . . $6.00

Many of you have looked at them the past two weeks. You will recognize the values in this sale.

The Coop Technology Branch

- A prime favorite on the campus-

IN ANY group of regular fellows, you'll find Prince Albert. It belongs. It speaks the language. You get what you mean the minute you tap a load of this wonderful tobacco into the bowl of your jimmy-pipe and make fire with a match.

Cool as a northeast bedroom. Sweet as a spice! That's Prince Albert, Fellows! Prince Albert never bites your tongue or parches your throat, no matter how fast you feed it. You'll smoke pipe-load on pipe-load with never a regret.

WHERE YOU FIND GROWTH AND EXPANSION

YOU FIND OPPORTUNITY

- The greatest opportunities of Remington Rand, Inc., are coming approximately the greater field of office systems and applications, the larger and more varied field of business applications generally. This is due to the fact that the larger the machine required the more the computer approach. The greatest gains in efficiency are to be found in the more formidable problems. And these are becoming progressively less formidable as the field advances.

Meanwhile, the technical and business requirements of the present day are rapidly merging and expanding.

WHERE YOU FIND OPPORTUNITY

REMEMBER: THIS IS WHERE YOU CAN BREATHE THE FRESH AIR OF THE FUTURE!